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•  At 0545 local time we received two separate distress calls from the Altair and a 
third one from the Japanese tanker Kokuka Courageous.   

•  Both vessels are in international waters in the Gulf of Oman about 10NM apart 
at the time of the distress calls.  

•  A P-8 Poseidon has eyes on the Courageous, and reports smoke coming from 
the starboard bow, and damage above the water line indicative of a mine 
attack. The Altair is not damaged and is steaming out of the gulf. 

•  A IRGC Gashti-class patrol boat and several “fast boats” have been reported 
nearby with armed soldiers aboard.  

•  The USS Bainbridge is 40NM away from the Kokuka Courageous and is in route 
to provide assistance and rescue the 21 members of the crew.  

•  Iran denies involvement, however radio chatter and prior events point to this 
being another limpet mine attack by Iranian irregular forces. Crew of the 
Courageous report drone sightings or “attacks from flying vessel” 

WHAT WE KNOW 
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AREA OF OPERATIONS 
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PACKAGE: 
Ø  Protect the distressed civilian vessels while the USS Bainbridge 

completes rescue operations.  
Ø  Collect intel on attackers and Iranian military operations 
 
VMFA-294 F/A-18C: 
Ø  Secure the airspace 
Ø  Defend the Kokuka Courageous from further attacks.  
Ø  Provide QRF for the USS Bainbridge while they complete rescue 

operations. If the Bainbridge or Courageous are attacked, you will 
destroy the threats. 

 
VF-32 F-14B: 
Ø  Control airspace over target (stack command) 
Ø  Provide reconnaissance for VMFA-294 
Ø  Provide laser targeting if needed 
 

Event Objective 
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TASKING 

Salt 1 
RECON 

KNIGHT 2 
TASMO 

KNIGHT 3 
TASMO 

SHIELD 4 
SEAD 

LANCE 5 
CAP & AI 

LANCE 6 
CAP & AI 

DARKSTAR 
AWACS TEXICO/ARCO 

TANKER 

EVENT NUMBER = CALLSIGN NUMBER (AUX, YARDSTICK, TS CHANNEL) 5	



INFORMATION 
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Flight	 Type	 Role	 Takeoff	Time	 TCN	 AUX	 PRI	
Salt1	 1	x	F-14B	 Recon	 6:20	 37X/100X	 1	-	357.0	

1	-	254.0	CVN	
2	-	275.0	TAC	
3	-	251.0	AAR	
4	-	250.0	AFB	

	
CVN	ILS	CH	4	

Knight2	 2	x	F/A-18C	 TASMO	 6:21	 38X/101X	 2	-	358.0	
Knight3	 2	x	F/A-18C	 TASMO	 6:23	 39X/102X	 3	-	359.0	
Shield4	 2	x	F/A-18C	 SEAD	 6:20	 40X/103X	 4	-	305.0	
Lance5	 2	x	F/A-18C	 CAP/AI	 6:22	 41X/104X	 5	-	306.0	
Lance6	 2	x	F/A-18C	 CAP/AI	 6:24	 42X/105X	 6	-	307.0	
Darkstar	 1	x	E-2C	 AWACS	 Airborne	 -	 -	
Arco	 1	x	KC-135	 Tanker	 Airborne	 62Y	 -	
Texaco	 1	x	KC-135	 Tanker	 Airborne	 61Y	 -	
CVN	 -	 -	 -	 54X	 -	

Al	Minhad	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
•  Loadouts are locked except for Salt1. Salt1 has to carry a targeting pod but the rest of their loadout is up to 

VF-32. 

•  Lance flight will do CAP duties but carry ordnance for interdiction if needed to engage surface threats away 
from the rescue operation.  

•  Shield flight will be carrying mix of JSOW and HARMs. Currently each ship has one of each but flight lead 
can split it to have one ship carry all HARMs and the wingman carry all JSOWs. Shield will hang out at the 
top of the stack over the rescue operation unless called upon by MC to deal with surface threats.  

•  Knight flight will stay with the Courageous and Bainbridge at all times.  

•  All aircraft can add external fuel tanks (i.e. Hornets can add a 3rd tank), but you cannot remove any. 



CVN Loadouts 
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KNIGHT2 & KNIGHT3 
 

2 x AIM-9X 
2 x AIM-120B 
2 x Fuel Tanks 

1 X GBU-12 
1 X AGM-65E 

SALT1 
 
2 x AIM-9M 
1 x LANTIRN Targeting Pod 



AL MINHAD Loadouts 
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LANCE5 & LANCE6 
 

2 x AIM-9X 
2 x AIM-120B 
2 x Fuel Tanks 
2 X AGM-65F 

SHIELD4 
 
2 x AIM-9X 
2 X AIM-120B 
2 X Fuel Tanks 
1 X AGM-88* 
1 X AGM-154A* 
 
*Can split loadout between wingman 



NAVAL THREATS 
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Gun Boats 

Silkworm Radar 

Iranian Frigate 

Silkworm Launcher 



AIR DEFENSE THREATS 
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S-300 / SA-10 
SA-6 Radar/Launcher 

TOR Air Defense 
Rapier 

Low Alt 
Low Alt 

All Altitudes All Altitudes 



IRIAF THREATS 
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Shiraz International Airport 

F-14A capable of carrying AIM-54 

IRIAF F-5 variants (IR missile only) 

IRIAF MIG-29 variants (BVR capable) 



IRIAF THREATS 
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Tunb Island AFB 

SU-24 spotted at Tunb 
AFB. Primarily used for 

anti-ship capability. 

Single Su-25 about to 
depart from Tunb 

Island. Primarily used 
for land CAS/Attack. 

Only 2 or 3 serviceable. 



•  This is a peacetime operation, but you can always defend yourself. 

•  Unless fired upon, or granted weapons free from the mission 
commander or Salt 1, do not fire upon any maritime vessels or aircraft 

•  Civilian land, sea, and air vehicles will be in the AO. Even if hostilities 
break out, do not engage any aircraft or naval vessel without positive 
identification. PID defined as: 
–  Visual identification as hostile/military in nature (armed) OR 
–  Positive identification from IFF and MC approval for BVR targets 
–  This means you can’t release a weapon unless you visually see the target and have 

identified it as hostile and a threat, or you have positive IFF identifying the target as 
hostile and Mission Commander has approved you to engage without VID 

•  Do not overfly Iranian borders (land). Use the bullseye and your map 
as a reference. Do not give Iran justification for firing on you. 

•  High level gameplan on ROE is to prevent further hostilities. If Iranian 
forces engage us, we will respond in kind by eliminating the threat.  

GENERAL ROE 
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•  If unknown vessels approach the rescue location, follow these 
procedures. All of the procedures below will be ordered and/or 
approved by Salt 1: 

•  Perform a show of strength / low altitude fast flyby. 
•  If the vessel continues to approach, strafe the waters well in 

front of the approaching vessel.  
 

•  If neither of those work and you believe the rescue operation is in 
danger, contact the MC and request approval to engage. 

•  If you, or any friendly aircraft or naval vessel is fired upon, you can 
return fire.  

•  Laser munitions are required for direct targeting of naval vessels due 
to close proximity of civilian and friendly forces.  

ROE NAVAL 

LASER	CODE	FOR	OPERATION	1588	 14	



•  CENTCOM is working with civilian ATC to re-route aircraft. However, we 
anticipate the message may not get to all aircraft already in the skies. 

•  Do not allow any aircraft within a 20 mile circle of the rescue operation.  

•  If an unknown aircraft is approaching the rescue location, you are to intercept 
the aircraft, visually ID it, and escort it out of the 20 mile zone around the 
distressed vessels (use the Courageous smoke as the center of this circle). 
Intercept the aircraft before they reach the 20 mile zone except if they are 
approaching from the Iranian side. 

•  Make your warning calls on 121.5 (use AUX). Direct them to turn to show they 
are complying. Aircraft will comply in the mission if you form up and make calls 

•  If an aircraft does not respond and continues to proceed into the protected 
airspace, or is a military aircraft, contact the MC for further instructions. 

•  DO NOT overfly Iranian lands to intercept. Wait for the aircraft to be over 
water before intercepting. The Iranians will shoot at you if you fly over 
their lands. 

ROE AIR 
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•  TO BE UPDATED 

Weather 
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SPINS 

The	Courageous	is	located	a	liVle	more	than	20	miles	
from	the	closest	point	to	Iran.	Do	not	overfly	Iranian	
borders.	The	Pentagon	has	no]fied	Iran	we	are	
performing	a	rescue	opera]on	and	may	enter	their	
airspace,	but	that	we	will	not	overfly	land.	

Kokuka	Courageous	
loca]on	

Known	Silkworm	launcher	loca]on.	
Bullseye	is	located	here	for	reference	

Iranian	fast	boats	opera]ng	out	of	the	
port	at	Jask	
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InteL Silkworm Site 
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Silkworm Launchers 

Fast Gun Boat N	

SA-6 Mobile SAM Site 
Silkworm Radar Silkworm Radar 

Rapier SAM Site 

Spotting Tower 

Spotting Tower 



SPINS – Stack MGMT 
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SHIELD4	
25,000b	

SALT1	
20,000b	

KNIGHT3	
15,000b	

KNIGHT2	
10,000b	

•  These	are	star]ng	points	of	the	
stack.	

•  Knight	aircrab	that	perform	
deterrence	runs	or	aVacks	re-enter	
the	stack	above	>	15,000b	
<20,000b.	

•  Lowest	Knight	aircrab	can	drop	
down	lower	as	needed	to	spot	naval	
vessels.	

•  Salt1	can	adjust	the	stack	at	any	
point.	



SPINS - CONTINGENCIES 
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•  IF civilian aircraft fly towards the rescue site, Lance flights will intercept and escort them 
out. If they continue on but are clearly unarmed, Lance will stay with them and only 
engage if they take aggressive actions (i.e. dive). 

•  IF any unidentified boats/ships approach the rescue site, Knight flights working with Salt1 
will attempt to deter them from continuing their approach.  

•  IF the unidentified boats/ships appear to be armed, and that is confirmed by Salt1, you 
will engage them once they pose a threat to the rescue operation. You must attempt to 
scare them away before using force.  

•  IF the Iranians attempt to use their surface based weapon systems, such as SAMs to 
engage our aircraft, or anti-ship missiles to engage our ships, we will locate and destroy 
the military assets used to attack us and only those units located at the attacking site.  

•  IF the Iranian air force shows up, Lance will intercept them and radio for them to exit the 
area.  

•  IF Iranian military aircraft ignore our calls and continue into the rescue operation zone (20 
miles) and are armed for surface attack, we will engage the trespassing aircraft and only 
the trespassing aircraft. 

•  IF we do get engaged in hostilities with Iran, we will remove the threat and egress back to 
our homeplates and let allied QRF forces takeover DCA duties.  



Salt 1 Flight Plan 

1	

2	

3	

USS	Bainbridge	Target	
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KNIGHT 2/3 Flight Plan 

1	

2	

5	

USS	Bainbridge	
Target	

3	
Bullseye	

4	
Alternate	
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Shield 4 Flight Plan 

1	
4	 USS	Bainbridge	

Target	

3	
Bullseye	2	

5	

6	
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LANCE 5 Flight Plan 

1	

5	
Target	

3	
Bullseye	2	

6	

4	
North	CAP	

7	
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LANCE 6 Flight Plan 

1	

5	
Target	

3	
Bullseye	2	

6	

4	
South	CAP	

7	
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HVAA Locations 

DARSTAR	275.0	

26	•  No air refueling during ingress. Salt 1 gets priority on refueling.  
•  Manage your fuel!  Carry a 3rd external tank if needed. 



Military Ships IN AO 
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Kokuka Courageous USS Bainbridge 

Iranian Fast Boats Russian Sub 

Iranian Frigate 



Admin 
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•  Connection SOP: 
–  Main briefing/situation update at 1800z 
–  Connect to Server by 1820z 
–  Perform SRS check in order of Spectator list 
–  Split to Event TS channels with your flight 
–  Wait in spectators role, click briefing but do not click fly 
–  Close the briefing window and click F10 to view the map 
–  Flight leads perform flight briefings, when ready call on SRS [Callsign ready to brief] 
–  When all flight leads are ready to brief, flight leads will brief using SRS in event order 
–  When all briefings are completed, MC will give you permission to select your role and 

enter the 3D world to begin the mission. 

•  Carrier Script is enabled for the boat 
–  Aircraft originating from Al Minhad can recover at the boat (must be done as a flight) 
–  If there are any issues with the boat, carrier based aircraft can recover at Al Minhad 

•  Mods Required: 
–  Civil Aircraft Mod v0.80 – Note for those that installed it a while back, it has been 

updated and you need the latest version. Check the flight thread for a download link. 
–  1st VFW Skinpack v2.0 – See flight thread or our Downloads library for link 


